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Highly Narrow Linewidth, CW, All-Fiber Oscillator
With a Switchable Linear Polarization

N. Jovanovic, G. D. Marshall, A. Fuerbach, G. E. Town, S. Bennetts, D. G. Lancaster, and M. J. Withford

Abstract—We present a fiber laser with a switchable
state of linearly polarized output realized by inscribing
point-by-point fiber Bragg gratings directly into the active core
of a polarization-maintaining fiber. The compact all-fiber system
exhibited a very narrow laser linewidth of �13.5 pm (3.5 GHz),
at a maximum continuous-wave output power of 188 mW. The
optical signal-to-noise ratio was greater then 62 dB for both lasing
polarizations. The robust system exhibited excellent long-term
wavelength and laser linewidth stability.

Index Terms—Bragg scattering, laser resonators, optical fiber
lasers, optical fiber polarization.

I. INTRODUCTION

F IBER lasers are an emerging technology that is widely used
in various applications today owing to their various ben-

efits including high slope efficiencies, power scalability, broad
wavelength tunability, diffraction-limited beam qualities at high
power, and mass produced diode-laser pump sources. However,
controlling the lasers wavelength and polarization is commonly
carried out with the use of discrete external optics and bulk di-
electric mirrors [1]. This approach is not ideal for airborne appli-
cations such as light detection and ranging (LIDAR) or aircraft
countermeasure systems, where there are elevated demands on
stability and robustness.

Fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) written using 1 or 2 photon ul-
traviolet inscriptions can be utilized to generate a narrowband
laser output ( 0.25 nm), but because they require the fiber to
be photosensitive, they cannot be easily written into a nonpho-
tosensitive rare-earth-doped laser fiber [2]. In this case, grat-
ings are typically written into undoped photosensitive fibers and
spliced onto the fiber containing the active core [3]. This proce-
dure requires an additional step in the fabrication process, in-
troduces an additional loss to both the pump and laser light, and
diminishes the overall robustness of the laser.
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Recently, point-by-point (PbP) inscribed FBGs were written
directly into the active core of a ytterbium-doped double-clad
silica fiber laser in order to overcome these issues [4]. The PbP
technique refers to the use of a single femtosecond pulse tightly
focused into the core of an optical fiber in order to modify the
refractive index of the core locally and hence create one fringe
of the grating. By translating the optical fiber at a velocity syn-
chronized with the repetition rate of the femtosecond laser, it is
possible to build up a structure consisting of many periods that
will inevitably have a stopband at the required wavelength [5].
Initial experiments demonstrated up to 5 W of continuous-wave
(CW) output power at the desired 1080-nm wavelength, in a
very narrow linewidth of only 15 pm (3.87 GHz) which is 17
times narrower than systems exploiting interference FBGs [4].
The very narrow-linewidth feature offered by these PbP FBGs
makes efficient frequency doubling into the visible spectrum
possible since the bandwidth is smaller than the phase-matching
acceptance bandwidth of typical periodically poled ferroelectric
crystals [6]. Thus, PbP FBGs show excellent promise as a uni-
versal feedback element in fiber lasers.

A single state of linearly polarized output has previously
been demonstrated by implementing a combination of spliced
on-FBGs and polarization-maintaining (PM) fiber with the ad-
ditional need for the use of a polarization controller [7]. A more
elegant and less expensive approach is to place a single splice
within the laser cavity such that the two frequency-selective
feedback elements have the plane of the stressors in the PM
fibers oriented orthogonal to each other [8]. However, this has
not been demonstrated in an all-fiber arrangement as coupling
optics were used to couple the pump light into the fiber which
inherently reduced the robustness of the system. In addition,
although we have previously shown that PbP FBGs offer a
narrow linewidth and can be power scaled, it is not obvious that
these FBGs can be used in PM fibers as it is known that they
are highly birefringent and may potentially induce polarization
crosstalk which would cause the fiber laser to depolarize and
become unstable [5], [6], [9].

The adaptation of the PbP grating writing technique to re-
alize an all-PM-fiber laser containing a single splice within the
cavity, with the components oriented orthogonal to each other,
is reported in this letter. A 188-mW switchable polarization,
narrow-linewidth ( 13.5 pm) fiber oscillator with an optical
signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) of 62 dB for both lasing polar-
izations is realized. The fiber oscillator was free of polarization
hopping and exhibited excellent wavelength and laser-linewidth
stability at maximum output power operation. This combination
can be used to realize an all-fiber oscillator that is extremely
robust.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the all-fiber low-power oscillator. (b) Diagram illus-
trating the orientation of the axes of various elements within the cavity.

Fig. 2. Transmission spectra of the OC (normalized) and HR (not normalized)
when an unpolarized white light source was used to probe the FBGs.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 1. The
active fiber used was a PM (PANDA-type), single-mode core
Yb -doped silica fiber (Nufern, PM-YSF-HI) with a 6- m
core diameter (numerical aperture (NA) 0.11), a birefringence
of , and a peak absorption coefficient of 250 dB/m
at 976 nm, in the small-signal regime.The 10.4-m-long all-fiber
cavity consisted of a highly reflecting (HR) FBG as the end
mirror and a low reflecting ( ) FBG output coupler
(OC). In order to fabricate the FBGs, the fiber was mounted
on a high-precision air-bearing translation stage, and oriented
so that the FBGs were inscribed parallel to the fast axis of
the fiber (i.e., perpendicular to the plane of the stressors). The
outer polymer cladding was stripped and femtosecond laser
pulses were focused through the cladding into the active core
using a 0.8 NA, 20 oil immersion objective lens. Gratings
were written using pulses with an energy of 160 nJ, and a pulse
duration of 120 fs, generated by a regeneratively amplified
Ti : sapphire laser operating at a wavelength of 800 nm with a
1-kHz repetition rate. The FBGs, which acted as the HR cavity
end mirror and the low reflecting OC, were 30 and 4 mm long,
respectively, and had a period of 1.13 m, which corresponds
to third-order gratings for 1080-nm light. The transmission
spectra for the OC and HR are shown in Fig. 2. The OC FBG
was spliced so that the slow axis was parallel to the fast axis of
the fiber with the HR FBG in order to spectrally overlap only
a single wavelength of the two FBGs. The OC was placed in a
strain tuning rig in order to control the spectral overlap between
the peak corresponding to the slow axis of the OC and the peak

Fig. 3. Output power as a function of launched pump light. Inset: Spectrum of
the laser operating off either polarization (or wavelength) independently. Black
curve : � . Gray curve: � .

corresponding to the fast axis in the fiber with the HR FBG as
depicted in Fig. 1(b). The insertion loss of the HR at the pump
wavelength (976 nm) was determined to be greater then 3 dB,
hence a wavelength-division multiplexer for 976/1080 nm had
to be implemented in order to efficiently couple the pump
light into the active fiber through the OC. The OC exhibited a
0.4-dB insertion loss to the 976-nm pump light. The insertion
losses present in the FBGs at the pump wavelength are due
to diffractive Mie scattering as a result of the physical size
and strong refractive index modulation of the fringes of the
gratings [9]. The fiber was pumped using a single-mode fiber
coupled, 976-nm, 660-mW laser diode with an external FBG
for stabilization (JDS Uniphase, 30–7602–660).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

By appropriate adjustment of the strain-tuning rig, the laser
was observed to operate off a single wavelength and hence
single polarization as shown in the inset to Fig. 3. By increasing
the amount of strain tuning, it was relatively easy to switch be-
tween the two lasing wavelengths of nm
and nm, which correspond closely to
the Bragg wavelengths of the HR. implies that the
particular wavelength is polarized parallel to the slow axis of
the OC denoted as polarization , and is polarized
parallel to the fast axis of the OC denoted as polarization . In
the transition, it was observed that as the amount of strain was
increased, the maximum output power decreased by as much as
15% as a result of the of the cavity decreasing. The operating
wavelength of the laser shifted by 10–20 pm, from the optimum

, towards longer wavelengths, during this process.
With further strain tuning, the lasing line jumped from to
with no simultaneous lasing of both peaks in the transition. For
this particular setting of strain, the laser was observed to fre-
quently jump between the two lasing wavelengths/polarizations
which is understood to be due to vibrations in the strain tuning
rig as well as thermal fluctuations of the order of 0.5 C–1 C,
around the grating regions. With even more applied strain, the
laser wavelength/polarization ceased hopping and stabilized on
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Fig. 4. Center wavelength and laser linewidth over a 1-h period. Black
curve: � . Gray curve: � .

the axis, and continued to shift towards longer wavelengths
by 10–20 pm, while the output power increased by 15% until
the optimum of the cavity was established at , and
the maximum output power obtained. The laser always operated
off only a single laser line at a time. The extinction ratio of both
polarizations was determined to be 20 dB (99%). This was
limited by a residual amount of amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) present as a result of a short section of Yb-doped fiber
outside the cavity adjacent to the OC. It can be seen that the
OSNR is greater than 62 dB for both laser wavelengths and
is measured down to the peak in the double-passed ASE from
the nonlasing reflection peak of the HR. The maximum output
power generated from the fiber laser was 188 or 181 mW
for the shorter and longer lasing wavelengths, respectively,
with corresponding slope efficiencies of 62% and 59%. The
difference in slope efficiencies is largely attributed to a 1%
difference in the reflectivity of the two reflection bands of the
OC and high reflector. The lower than optimal (70%) slope
efficiencies are due to the HR having a nonideal reflectivity of
89% as well as a nonoptimized cavity length. Slope efficiency
optimization was not the scope of this work.

Passive temperature stabilization was implemented by im-
mersing the two FBGs in water, which subsequently cooled
the FBGs and shifted the lasers operating wavelengths. Center
wavelength and laser linewidth were monitored over an hour of
operation at maximum output power in order to determine the
stability of the laser and the results are depicted in Fig. 4.

The drift in the center wavelength from the mean center wave-
lengths of 1079.880 and 1080.094 nm were less then 1 pm each,
with passive temperature stabilization implemented. It can be
seen that the laser’s linewidth, which was measured with an
Advantest optical spectrum analyzer with a maximum resolu-
tion of 10 pm, is very narrow at pm (3.55 GHz) and

pm (3.42 GHz) for the shorter and longer wave-
lengths, respectively. Both of these two parameters are very
stable and are a testament to the robustness of the oscillator.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this letter, we have demonstrated a stable low-power
all-PM-fiber oscillator with the potential for switching be-
tween two orthogonal states of linear polarization by strain
tuning. The oscillator offered 62 dB of OSNR as well as very
narrow linewidths of the order of 13.5 pm for the two laser
wavelengths/polarizations. By applying passive temperature
stabilization, the center wavelength drift for both wavelengths
was reduced to 1 pm over a 1-h period. This body of work
builds on Shirakawa et al. [8], by removing all bulk optics
and introducing PbP FBGs resulting in an extremely robust
all-PM-fiber laser system, thus creating new opportunities for
applications in airborne environments.

The use of PbP Bragg gratings offered the opportunity for
a very narrow linewidth and a simplified cavity while the use
of an intracavity splice orienting the two feedback elements
orthogonal to one another enabled the laser to lase off a single
state of linear polarization without the need for more com-
plicated and expensive polarization controllers. Instabilities
induced by the highly birefringent refractive index modulations
of the grating were not observed. This highlights the applica-
bility of PbP FBGs in PM-fiber systems and their suitability as
a universal FBG platform for fiber lasers.

Finally, the novel polarization switchability allows the poten-
tial for light paths to be switched to say different amplifiers via
a single passive polarizer.
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